
Proudly Australian Made

Delmade Stump Jump Harrows are available in four configurations, all utilising a prescribed number 
of harrow sections according to the required working width, from 2-9 sections.  Stump Jump Harrows 
fulfil the needs of many secondary tillage operations, their floating ‘stump jump’ action being ideal for 
breaking down rough and uneven fields and for levelling and aerating pugged up pastures.  They are also 
effective for final seed-bed preparation of ground prior to sowing.
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STUMP JUMP 
HARROWS

SECTIONS

WORKING WIDTH

BARS RIGID LIFT
FOLDING LIFT 

MANUAL
FOLDING LIFT 

HYDRAULIC
TRAILING  

(LIFT/FOLDING)METERS FEET

2 1.72 5’8” DHA 0145 - - - -

3 2.58 8’6” DHA 0105 DHA 0110 - - -
4 3.44 11’4” DHA 0115 DHA 0120 DHA 0123 - -
5 4.3 14’2” DHA 0125 DHA 0130 DHA 0135 - -

6 5.16 17’ DHA 0140 - DHA 0155 DHA 0157 -
7 6.02 19’10” DHA 0160 - DHA 0165 DHA 0170 -

8 6.88 22’8” DHA 1065 - - DHA 1090 -

9 7.74 25’5” DHA 0175 - - - DHA 0180

Harrows – bars, lifts and trailing

DISCLAIMER: All specifications are central settings and exclude options. Due to our policy of 
continuous improvement, implements may differ from those illustrated. All specifications are 
therefore approximates and may be subject to variation. We reserve the right to change design 
and/or specifications without prior notice or obligation.

5 SECTION MANUAL FOLDING FRAME



YOUR LOCAL STOCKIST:

1800 335 623 
info@delmade.com.au

www.delmade.com.au

Bars

In their simplest format, up to 9 
sections may be attached to a bar 
and dragged from a single central 
chain hooked to the tractor drawbar.

6 SECTION HARROW BAR

FOLDING FRAME

9 SECTION TRAILING WITH FOLD AND HYDRAULIC LIFT

RIGID LIFT FRAME

Rigid Lifts

3PL mounted frames carrying 3-5 
sections.  Lifts offer the advantage 
of easy trash removal from the tines, 
and greater mobility than bars.

Folding Lifts

Offer the same advantages as rigid 
lifts, but for wider configurations, 
(4-8 sections), and utilise two folding 
wings which are either manually or 
hydraulically operated to reduce overall 
width for road transport, narrow 
gateways, and for compact storage.

Trailing Harrows

9 section trailing folding units with a 
hydraulically operated lift mechanism, 
and the ability to fold compactly, 
making an easily transportable 
implement with a large working width.


